January 9, 2016

Delta 9 Medical Consulting can accept you as a patient without having your medical records
in advance - with the following restrictions:
A: Your reason for treatment with Cannabis must be related to a condition you have received
treatment for by another doctor - and that condition must be debilitating to your life style.
The debilitating part is the LAW in MA just because you have an illness is not a reason to be
treated with Cannabis in MA. For example: A patient with AIDS - who has no symptoms is
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not a legal patient per MA's law - there is no debilitating condition by DPH's definition - on
the other hand a patient with Anxiety - who has frequent Panic Attacks, Admissions to
hospital treatment centers, is seen by behavioral health on a weekly basis, is unable to work
because of there condition - would be considered as a individual with a debilitating
condition. You would be best to pass this by the team at Delta 9 Medical Consulting.
B: You will sign a medical record release form at the time of your visit or before - having your
doctor provide copies the of needed medical records that document your condition. Delta 9
Medical Consulting will fax this release to your physician’s office - you must have the Fax
number and contact info for us to do this. You may also take the completed form to your
doctor’s office to request the records. Any charges from your physician’s office for
providing us your information is your responsibility to address. In general offices don't charge
for Faxes of records - thus we request fax copies.
C: If your provider will not accept our release forms or your doctor fails to provide us the required information - you are going to have to get the records over to our office - you have 45
days after your visit to complete this.
D: If your medical records cannot confirm your condition or we do not receive your medical
records at our office- your certification from Dr. Altvater will be revoked for failure to provide
required documentation. Our office will refund no monies and the information will be reported to the Dept. of Public Health. You will not have access to Caregivers / Dispensaries or
the ability to grow cannabis. We will do everything we can to avoid doing this - to date we
have never taken this step!
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